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Counseling Center helps students
"We at the Counseling ( enter see ourselyes as
bask all% a resource that is as ailable to students to help
them understand themselves a little better. If you wanted
to understand subject matter better, then you would use
an academic resource like the librar% : if the subject is
yourself. we're the resource.••
This is the philosophy behind the Counseling Center as
expressed by Dr. Charles 0. Grant. clinical phychologist
and director of the um% ersit‘'s Counseling Center.
Approximately. 10 percent of the students attending
UMO are incoly ed in inch% idual or group counseling at
the center at some time during the course of the year.
Many students are using the career information, testing.
and clinic facilities that are a% ailable. according to Grant.
The Counseling Center is also smoked in analssis of
ensironmental pressures and stresses students
experience at the uniyersity
The welfare of students at the unicersity is of major
importance to the Counseling Center. said Grant.
Last spring the Counseling Center and other Student
Affairs departments brought to the attention of President
"We at the Counseling
Center see ourselves as bas-
ically a resourse that is
available to students to help
them understand themselves
a little better."
Howard R. Sit.% ilk the additional stress that seas being
created by the long fall semester.
Grant noted that the center's staff noticed a greater
number of seyere problems last year then there had been
the sear before. The combination of the new ealAndar
with its built in stress, and the facult% with their lack of
orientation to the new calendar resulted in a large
Amount of work piled up on students during the last three
or four v.ecks of the semester. said Grant.
"If sou think about a semester of 15 week, with only
three actual %acation days. you're talking about a pretty
long stress period and stress tends to produce
breakdown." he explained
According to Grant, an indication that the calendar
ma % be affecting students on campus is that there were
II suicide attempts on campus last year, as opposed to
secen suicide- attempts the year before.
by Sherry Bowden
'A number ot the suicide attempts %ere made in
December of both years. Last year ten students were
hospitahied for mental difficulties. The sear before onl%
two students needed hospitaliiation.— noted Grant.
Tsso tspcs of individual counseling are offered at the
center. There is ps,.chotherapy. a fairly intense process
dealing with % arious aspects of feelings and emotional
conflicts, and counseling, a process usualls dealing with
the resolution of particular problems of li% ing.
The center also offers group counseling. Group
counseling is in the form of Personal Growth Groups or.
in some Cases, special therapx groups.
In 101 Fernald Hall. students with vocational questions
are able to look through the career information area. This
can by -- done with or without an appointment, and
indi%idual cocational counseling Is acailable. said the
director.
The Counseling Center does some interest testing.
general personality testing. academic aptitude testing.
and occasiona11%. clinical testin2.
The Smokers Clinic and the Sexuality Program are
cooperati% e efforts. Grant explained. The Smokers Clinic
is a joint effort of the Student Health Center and the
Counseling Center, The Sexuality Program is a joint
effort of Residential Life and the Counseling Center.
Responding to students' requests for more publiciiing
of the services the% offer. the Counseling Center has set
up a display on a bulletin board in the Memorial Union
The displa% has some information and pictures on the
center, as ssell as some blank paper asking students to
contribute their ideas for posters. slogans, and symbols
that w ill be easil% identified with the Counseling Center.
Inc% chose to ask students for suggestions. because as
Grant said. "We know there is a lot of talent on the
campus. a lot more then we have f,4 this t% pc of thing.''
I he center s first attempt this %ear was at the
Organi/ational Fair. The booth was a take off on fucv's
booth in the Peanuts cartoon strip. Their booth won first
place for the best booth at the Organiiational Fair.
"We are sets much interested in student suggestions.
sersices the would like to see, gripes that they has e.
and just general feedback,•• said Grant.
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 two men will be facing each other again on election day, Tuesday.
Nov. 5. The man on the right, Independent gubernatorial candidate James
Longley, faces an uphill battle with his two party-sponSored candic,ates, one
of whom is the man on the left. Democratic gubernatorial candidate George
Mitchell. Read what these two men have to say to the university community
41•Emm...11b
-Reallocation study places
tenured positions on line
Several department chairmen on campus
entertained a five-man Ad Hoc Commuicr
on Position Re-Allocation during the past
few weeks. But none of the hosts seem very
certain about what these visits were for, or
hoped to produce.
The Committee on Position Re-Alloca-
tion was established last January. when
President Howard R. Neville announced in
his convocation speech that No position in
this University 'belongs' to any
department or college, with the exception
of fully endowed chairs." Neville explained
he expected most reallocations to take
place via normal attrition and retirement.
but he also said the committee "is charged
with recommending the discontinuance of
tenured positions in cases where such
positions no longer serve a valid need.••
The goal of the ad hoc committee.
according to Bruce R. Poulton. vice
president for Research and Public
Services, and a member of the committee
is to determine which departments carry a
heavy or light load, and why.
Recommendations will be made to Neville
in the form of a report, due Nov. 1.
showing which departments are disadvan-
taged and suggestions will be included for
re
-positioning of teaching jobs and fund
allocations.
However clear Poulton and the rest of
the committee are in their purpose,
Poulton. along with committee members
Neil Murphy. Maine Bankers Assoc.
professor of finance; Otis Sproul,
professor of civil engineering; Frank
Roberts, professor of zoology; and James
Clark, vice president for Academic Affairs.
who heads the committee, have left those
department heads they have visited with
less than a vivid idea of what the
committee is doing and why.
Dr. Kenneth Allen. acting dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences, who attended
all meetings with department chairmen in
that college. commented, "It's awfully
hard to tell the specific purpose these
departments were called in for." referring
to the physics, geology, music, and
foreign languages departments.
Both Allen and Poulton explained the
committee has determined the student
credit hour load per department. This
figure was then computed according to the
•DEPARTMENT • see page 4
Senate adopts resolution
to take an afternoon off
Claiming the % ifl ually uninterrupted tall
semester last year crei-ced marked
pressure on students and faculty alike. the
General Student Senate (GSS) unaimously
passed a resolution Tuesday night calling
for the cancellation of afternoon classcs on
Oct
the proposal, sponsored by Jeanne
Bailey, senate president. .is endorsed
with it list of events planned during the
afternoon involving both students and
taculty.
" fhe idea is not so much an afternoon
oil. but a successful afternoon off, '• said
Bailey . -Ube day conies at a yery
opportune momnet. about the time of the
second or third prelim, and it would be a
good as for faculty and students to let off
some steam."
Activities for the <LI% would include list.
music in the gym. a spageto dinner in the
dining halls, and yah00% other games and
contests.
Badey will present the porposal to the
Council of Colleges. Monday. If the plan is
accepted by them. it %sill go to President
Howard Neville for his approy al. His
sanction of the plan has already been
promised. pending the appoo al by the
Council of Colleges.
The senators will sound out as many
faculty members as possible on the plan
before Monday's meeting. If the afternoon
off is approved by the council. faculty
Students
members will receive invitations to the
events scheduled.
The senate also voted unanimously. to
establish the Ad Hoc Committee on
University Athletics as a permanent
committee of the GSS. Bill Leonard
chairperson of the committee, sponsored ai
resolution. explaining the committee is
now both understaffed and overworked,
eonard also claimed that "since
athletics is becoming more important and
making more money, a student forum for
athletics should be permanent "
Also mentioned at the meeting was the
problem of the escalating costs of non-book
items, such as dissecting kits for zoology
students. These costs have apparently
risen faster than the price of books, and are
still rising.
In response to a letter from Charles W.
Maw. professor of toology . senators were
asked to volunteer to form a committee to
inYestigate the problem.
The senate also announced the time
schedules for voter registration in the
senate offices in Lord Hall. The schedule is
as follows:
Monday. 12-1 p.m.. 2-3 p.m.
Tuesday.  1-3
Wednesday. 2-3 p.m.
Thursday. 9-12 noon. 2-3 p.m.
Friday. 101 p.m.
Bailey said both in-state and out-of-state
students may register. Applications for
absentee ballots may also be picked up in
he student goy ernment offices.
ARMLESS
The Maine Rear stands at the end the Mall in a
somewhat I hated position after its right
appendage was cleanly severed kiss Saturday
'tight. as seen in the photo above. The paw was !mind at the base cy the statue
Sunday morning. and it was .felt that the paw was severed when a person or
persons attempted to swing Iron, it. .4o invest iga  by University Police has
.tailed to obtain any leads or the possible pl.rson involved. Repairs have been
estimated at Sill, The Hear which was curved from wood hv a Canadian
sculptor. was donated to the universely by Ike class of 1962. phfoo
Mitchell says privacy issue
overlooked by candidates
Democratic candidate George Mitchell
has introduced the individual's right to
privacy as an issue in the 19'4 Maine
gubernatorial campaign.
Speaking before a gathering of 130
students, faculty and other interested
observers in the Memorial Union' Damn
Yankee room Tuesday night. Mitchell
contented the right to privacy issue was
seldom talked about in political campaign
circles. He then explained the issue and his
stand on it.
"As government at all levels seeks 'to
accomplish more, and as it attempts more
sophisticated tasks, it needs more
information.** the Portland attorney
admitted. "Some of that information is the
type which most citizens rightly regard as
pri% ate matters—matters that they do not
want made public, or even to be freely
available to those in government." he
explained.
• We can now record one million pieces
ot personal information on computer tape
the site of a postage stamp. and in Maine
there is no law limiting federal government
access to personal records,'' the
gubernatorial candidate added, referring
to a federal data system that files, through
the use of computers. vast amounts of
personal records. He said persons whose
records are being examined seldom are
alkmed to see their own records.
"I would oppose Maine's participation in
any Federal program which involved
sharing such information w ithout protect-
ing the privacy as well as the state of
Maine does.•• Mitchell promised.
Using the differing perceptions of Maine
held by two French explorers. Mitchell
drew an analogy between then views of
Maine and Maine's age old problem
•INDUS1RY• see page 4
complain about treatment at health center
Student complaints about the quality of
medical care provided by the Student
Health Center has aroused the concern of a
Betty Battle*
health center official. who claims student
grievances seldom reach her.
According to Betsy L. Battick. nurse
administrator of the center, feedback
concerning medical services available at
the infirmary is hard to obtain. She said
few students walk into her office to
complain about the quality of medical
attention they have received.
"People don't know who to complain to.
The health center receives probably' less
than 20 complaints a year." Battick said.
adding that criticism students ha% e
concerning the health center are a source
of ideas for improving the quality of
service.
When questioned. a small group of
students felt the service at the health
center was impersonal.
"It's damn impersonal." one student
responded. "It's not like your family
doctor—however it's not all that bad when
you consider all the people each doctor or
nurse must see in the course of a
by Mark Stadler
Another student described
treatment at the infirmary.
mechanical. adding there seems
real interest in the individual.
Battick acknowledged she has
medical
as very
to be no
received
complaints from students who think they-
have been handled impersonally. and with
a less than sympathetic attitude.
"The doctors see 50 or (t0 students a
day . and if you happen to come in at 3
o'clock and maybe VOO're really
upset about something and it doesn't seem
like very much to the physican. you may.
have hit a bad situation where you are
passed off.•• she admitted, adding it is
an unfortunate situation and sometimes
mistakes are made.
Abrupt. impersonal treatment may
cause a personality conflict between
student and physician or nurse, explained
Battick. "With five doctors and 9.000
students, you're going to run into
personality conilicts. There are some
stydents who don't want to see a particular
doctor. They ma% have some reason hit the
doctor on an off day, or their personalities
just clash.** the nurse administrator said.
Women students from the group
questioned. cited one particular physician
al the health center as insensitive to the
individual. It was noted among this group
that some female students may avoid
medical help rather than be subject to the
impersonal treatment they claim they have
reedy ed.
Battick suggested if students are not
happy' with previous treatment they have
received from a specific doctor, they can
request to be examined by someone other
than that physician, or ask for a specific
physician. She said students may hase to
wait longer to obtain this priyiledge.
Another student complained. "They
thealth center personnel) give you the
•COMPLAINIS• ass pages
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What's on
FRIDAY,OCT. 11
ELECTIONS- Student senate by-elec-
tions for Cumberland Hall, sign ups
until S p.m. Friday, Oct. 11th;
(.•ampaigning will continue until 6:30
Monday .
FOLKDANCING- Thursday Club,
Damn Yankee Room in the Memorial
Union, 8 p.m.
MEETING- of the Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship, 6.30 in the
Bangor Room, Memorial Union.
MOVIE-MUAB- presents ••Wuthering
Heights". Shows at 7 and 9:30 p.m in
100 Nutting.admission 75 cents
MEETING- Wilde Stein Club meeting
ACADIA ,
REPERTORY THEATRE
presents
I bSerl'S
"A DOLL HOUSE"
Oct 11-12-16-17-18-19
Downtown Bangor—
Opposite the Bangor House
:urtain 7:45 p.m.Tickets
Student Rush t: once
at 7 p.m. in the Coe Lounge of the
Memorial Union.
SATURDAY, OCT. 12
STUDENT CRAFTSMAN- bring 3 to 5
samples of your work up to the MUAB
office (2nd floor Union) on Tuesday .
Oct. 15 between 8:30 a.m. and 12 noon
if interested in selling hand made items
at the Creative Crafts Fair. Dec. 7-8th in
the Memorial Union.
MOVIE-MUAB- Impromptu Song Fest
'sal at 4 p.m. in the Coe Lounge of the
Menk-nal Union.
MONDAY. OCT. 14
MOVIE—SANDWICH CINEMA: pre
sents "Walter Karr on Theater—. Free
in N. Lown, Union at 12 noon.
MEETING: Council of Colleges. Bangor
Room, Memorial Union at 3:15 p.m.
ELECTIONS: Student Senate by -
elections for Cumberland Hall. 4:341
through 6:30 p.m.
FRESHMAN BASKETBALL: tryouts in
the Wrestling Room of the Memorial
Gymnasium at 7 p.m.
VOTER REGISTRATION- in thc
Student Govt. Center.
TUESDAY, OCT. 1S
VARSITY BASKETBALL: tryouts sign
up at the Basketball office. Tryout,
begin at 3:30 p.m.
FOLK MUSIC: Jewish and Israeli folk
music in the damn Yankee Room of tht
Memorial Union from 8-10 p.m.
5A1 cuv
RESTAURANT
LUNCHEON AND DINNER
SPECIALS DAILY
COMPLETE TAKEOUT SERVICE
STATE STREET, VEAZIE TEL 945-6500
Maine Masque Theatre
PRESENTS
THE SEAGULL
by Anton Chekhov
-Ow
ro•
"I have written a comedy with tons of love"
OCTOBER 15-19
CURTAIN 8:15 PM
Tickets On Sale Hauck Auditorium Box Office
General Admission $2.00 U of M Students $1 25
Ter 581-7557 — Box Office Open 11 to 2
Masque takes play on tour
of towns, coastal islands
This year for the first time in its six-year
history. the Maine Masque touring
company will be leaving the mainland to
visit two of Maine's island communities.
The Maine Masque Theatre production
of Paddy Chayefsky's "Marty" wil; visit
Vinalhaven Wednesday. Oct. 16. and
North Haven. Thursday. Oct. 17.
Transportation to Vinalhaven will be by
ferry, and the next day the cast expects to
be taken by lobster boat to its performance
at North Haven.
"Marty," originally written for televi-
sion, is a warm-hearted play revolving
around a 36-year-old bachelor, a butcher,
and his quest for a girl of his own.
"It's a story of hope for the little man."
says director James Bost. "with a great
deal of appeal for everyone.—
Two secondary themes underlying the
central plot are the plight of aging parents
who lack the resources to be self-sufficient
and the loneliness of rootless, wasted lives.
After first appearing on television the
play was made into a moyie and Frn....
Borgnine won an Academy Award for his
acting in the title role.
The touring company w ill also yisit
Greenville. Monday. Oct. 21: Jackman.
Tuesday. 00.22; Sanford. Thursay, Oct.
24. and Kennebunk. Friday. Oct. 25. The
final performances of the Chaycfsky play
ill be Sunday and Monday, Oct. 27 and
Di, in Hauck Auditorium.
The cast, all of whom will be assuming
several roles either on stage or behind the
scenes. are Michael McCardell. Dow fling-
ton.Pa.. senior and a veteran member of
the Maine Masque who will play. Marty and
supervise the stage lighting. and Jennie
Harker of Darien. Conn.. who will play The
Girl and an aging aunt.
Penny Odom of Oceanport. N.J.. is cast
in several brief roles, including the
frustrated daughter-inlay(' who is in favor
of evicting her mother-in-law. Other
members of the cast are Linda Rice of
Orono as Marty's mother and another
elderly woman. Foner Curtis of Newport.
Vt.. a bartender, a timid husband and
other roles; and Jack Harvey of Brooklyn.
N.Y.. Marty's friend.
Penny Dais of Westbrook will be the
stage manager. assisted by Jean Corns eau
of Van Buren and Tom Reed of Rockland
who will operate the lights.
CAMPUS CLASSIFIEDS
RIDE WANTED—TO Ohio or any
point on the way. Annette Bowman,
427 Androscoggin Anytime in
October. •11
For Sale: 1970 VW, no rust good
running condition. Call Linda
581-7175, room 425. .11
Wanted Parrot Good home for a
feathered friend Feathered Friend
I m not sitting on a treasure chest
but can pay something Something
LCali Zoltan 866-7784
EARN up to $1,200 a school year
hanging posters on campus in spare
time Send name address, phone
and school to Coordinator of
Campus Representatives P 0 Box
1384 Ann Arbor, MI 48106 •12
MEN!—WOMEN! JOBS ON
SHIPS! No experience required
Excellent pay Worldwide travel
Perfect summer job or career Send
13 00 for information SEAFAC,
Dept 1-2 P 0 Box 2049, Port
Angeles. Washington 98362 •16
St
COMPACT CAR
SERVICE
OPEN
Thurs 2-6 Fri 1-9
Sat ALL DAY
ROAD SERVICE
Foreign Car Specialists
ORRINGTON 825-4440
VEAZIE 942-5714
•
COSMETICS
34 Main st
947-4006
• Offering a free
Demonstration of the
NEW FALL LOOK
eyes, lips, cheeks
great news, Gert
now electrolysis can remove
unwanted hair
• Doctors' references
• Free consultation
safely and permanently
Shirley Schneider
Llectroly vie Specialist
Tel. 11.124781
1'12 Norfolk St. Sioigor
1.— 
Pet Palace
YOU CAN BUY
LOVE!
Ah4",C ;JI.Jpv,eS fish
YOUR COMPLETE
sma+1
PET STORE
20 Discount with this ad
Airport Mall
Tel 945-5001 — 942-3055
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Department heads cite committee, chairmen conflict
• continued from page 2
number of full-time faculty equivalents
(FTE). or. in simpler language. the number
of full-time faculty members in each
department. Poulton explained that if
carrying loads of six credit hours (12 credit
hours is considered a full teaching load).
these two individuals are considered as one
FTE. Thus, the committee determined how
many student hours are generated per
full-time faculty equivalent.
Those departments generating less than
400 student credit hours per FTE were the
first ones asked to meet with the position
reallocation committee, to explain why this
figure was low
Allen noted "People have worked
themselves up to a fever pitch" as a result
of the meetings with the position
reallocations committee. He termed the
question as to why a department is
generating less than 400 credit hours per
FTE a good one, but added "it may have
set up an adversary role" between the
department heads and the committee
members.
He added "We in Arts and Sciences
haven't made the committee's task any
easier:* noting a defensive attitude
adopted by chairmen towards the
committee.
"Both the department chairmen and
dean didn't understand their role in the
meeting." he admitted.
Dr. Robert Godwin, chairman of the
music department, claimed "I haven't
heard a thing" since meeting with the
committee. "They asked me for
information and I gave it to them; I don't
even know why we were being looked at."
he claimed.
Godwin estimated each faculty member
in the music department averages about
225 student credit hours per semester, and
added. "I presume this is the reason the
committee came around. I presume it's a
campus-wide sursey." He defended the
low FTE figure. explaining that some
depart ments are able to teach 600 students
at a time in Hauck Auditorium, but it
"would be impossible to teach clarinet in
Hauck.••
— We're the only department that has to
deal on a one-to-one basis, and obviously
that reduces, on paper, the number of
student credit hours we generate in
comparison with other departments." He
estimated a faculty member teaching
Anthropology could easily compile 1,000 to
1.200 credit hours as some of the courses
in that department are taught on a lecture
basis.
Dr. Bradford Hall, chairman of the
geology department. was also called on by
the committee. Hall said he has seen no
results of the meeting, and added he
doesn't know what the administration
plans to do beyond the "statistic session"
he had with the committee.
"lye gone to a meeting, discussed a
number. and I'm not privy to where things
go from here. With the things they're
looking at, it's still difficult to see what's
being done."
Hall did not refute the low FTE figure,
attributed to the geology department, but
added "We as a department do many
things". and added he doesn't think it a
low figure when the other activities of the
department are considered, such as public
services and research.
The foreign languages department was
originally on the list of departments
generating a low number. about 400
student credit hours. but Dr. Josef
Roggenbauer, chairman of that depart-
ment. explained "We were quite lucky.
because the case dissolved. The committee
had made a computation error: they had us
down for too few student credit hours."
Roggenbauer confirmed his department
has over 500 student credit hours per FTE.
and added. "We're not in any trouble
whatever. •
The committee has several more
meetings ahead of it before it will be ready.
to make recommendations to Neville. but
Longley sees involvement
as key to political reform
With the words. "Get involved! You re
sitting on the edge of one of the greatest
possibilities to correct the ss stem through
my political campaign'." Independent
gubernatorial candidate James Longley
implored UMO students WednesdaY.
evening to support him in his election hid.
Addressing a group of 60 students in the
Memorial Union's Bangor room, the
I cw mon natise repeatedls criticized the
political apaths of the younger generation.
urging students that love, trust and
friendship provide thern with a much
greater chance than his generation had to
steer history toward a humanitarian
movement. He condemned the lack of
responsibility and involvement of youth.
"I'd rather have you involved and vote
for another than not be involved at all," he
Inserted.
Longley. proud of his lack of professional
political experience, stressed his primary
credentials as a Maine businessman of
long standing. He headed the recently
completed Cost Management Sursey team
which studied state government, and
recommended revisions w hich could lower
government operating costs by $23.8
million annually if implemented.
His investigation of state government
has convinced Longley that "until we get a
political sy.stem, a gosernment. with as
much dignity and integrity as business.
then government is the offender of
consumers. because too many people are
prostituting the system.••
Longley traced the source of this
corruption to professional politicians.
particularly lawyers, w hose twisting of the
law . he said, has led to "the complete
moral breakdown of leadership."
Citing the "real cancer of the society as
government spending," Longlev said he
would discourage welfare incteases, and
promote instead designed industrial
development of "quality" industries, such
non-pollutkig research firms and
scientific institutions—what he termed
high-profit, service-oriented industry.
Declaring himself an environmentalist.
Longley said toned development is a
priority. Although opposed to the
Dickey-Lincoln project, he said both the
proposed hydroelectric project and the.
Bigelow Mountain development scheme
should be studied further.
"Unless the positive outweighs the
negative in giving up the land. I vote for
greater study." Longley said.
With regard to the university system,
the independent candidate reaffirmed the
cost survey recommendation proposing
reduction of satellite campus expansion.
especially in northern Maine. Longley said
"brick and mortar allocation" should be
cut.
Longlev has challenged university
Chancellor Donald E. McNeil to publicly
debate the recommendations of the Cost
Mianagement Survey concerning the
university. The chancellor's refusal to
debate prompted Longley to assert last
night he would fire McNeil. if elected
governor, and would suggest new faces on
the university's Board of Trustees to
strengthen the university system.
Dismissing recent polls showing his
chances of being elected governor were
slight. Longley remained optimistic. noting
the same polls show neither of his
party-sponsored opponents are faring well.
One poll, he said. showed his Republican
opponent. James Erwin. receiving only 16
per cent of registered Republican votes,
and the Democratic candidate. George
stitchell. culling only 15 per cent of
registered Democratic votes.
Refeiring to a "post-Watergate syn-
drome" which has lowered the public's
image of the professional politician.
Longley asserted. "my effort is to be a
catalyst, and the times give me a chance to
win."
Brad Hall
one other department chairmea the five
men have already called on is Dr. Henry
Hooper. chairman of the physics
department.
Hooper was hazy about the meaning of
the meeting. commenting he has "no real
clue as to what they 're(the committee
members) are doing with the information."
He described the meeting as "really kind
of a nothing," aside from the discussion
centering on the figures the committee
members came armed with, and quipped
he felt as though he'd been "singled out as
one of the bad boys."
"You kind of wonder what the problem
is. We can't justify our existence with
those numbers, and they didn't want to
talk about other things." he added.
The physics chairman sympathized with
the task of the committee, and added. **I
don't begrudge them for looking at those
numbers, but if that's all they look at. I'll
be ripping mad."
He added a by student credit hour load
per FTE could mean the department is
inefficient. but defended the geology
department by mentioning that mans
physics courses require labs. which
demand high contact hours but account loi-
n() credit hours.
"To be asked what you are doing and
then pick one aspect is frustrating. I think
after seeing all the figures. they 'II draw the
conclusion that we're not inefficient." he
declared.
Dr. Basil Myers. dean of the College of
Engineering Sciences, also met with the
Henry Hooper
committee, but declined comment on his
discussions with that group.
"This is not information I'd discuss with
the faculty or anyone else at this time,"
commented Myers, terming the informa-
tion, at this point. "confidential".
Committee member Poulton confirmed
that •' numbers don't tell the whole story",
acknow ledging it is difficult to give musical
instrument instruction to large group
classes.
Poulton said the committee plans to talk
to departments on both ends of the student
credit hour spectrum before reporting their
findings to the president.
Poulton defined the ultimate goal of the
committee's endeavors as a means to
identify those departments under the
heaviest pressure. He said the university
hopes to be able to take advantage of
retirements and resignations to reallocate
resources stressing that no one is going to
lose a job on the basis of the
recommendations made to Neville.
Acting dean Allen also confirmed there
is "nothing to worry about••, but added —in
ms opinion, there will probably be some
rumpled hair" once the committee
formulates its report.
"If you haY e five departments in need of
money, and not enough money to go
around. you have to decide who is going to
get the extra money." Allen speculated
decisions concerning reallocations will
probably be made in the next few memths.
and by Jarman. 1975, some funds should
be earmarked for reallocation.
Industry must be wedded to
environment, Mitchell says
• continued from page 2
involving the paradox of crippling ',ovens
within the physical beauty of the state.
Mitchell said one 18th century explorer
saw Maine as the way it was, as being
"beautiful; with rivers that meet the sea
and beautiful farming land." The other
French traveller visited the Maine coast
and was repulsed by the wretched living
conditions. The former national commit-
teeman for the Democratic party said the
ecomomic condition of Maine remains
wretched today, but agreed that the state's
beauty was genuine.
"As a human being. I don't have all the
answers to Maine's problems." Mitchell
contended. "I do have a long and detailed.
ritten program. however, and the
conflicts of economic development and
preservation of our environment can be
balanced." he added.
Mitchell said he believes we in Maine
are lucky to have industries such as
tishing. agriculture, and lumbering. He
explained all of these industrits are forced
to be compatible with the environment
because their very nature depends on it.
In regard to specific industrial
development of energy resources in Maine.
Mitchell outwardly opposes making Maine
an energy platform for the New England
region.
"Maine has tough environmental laws
and there have been five refineries
proposed in the last five years. Only the
one at Sanford is at hearing now, if an
application for a refinery does meet the
standards of law. I say 0.k." he
proclaimed.
Buttressing his stand on Maine oil
refineries, he cited Maine oil consumption
figures. noting that 85 per cent of Maine
homes are oil-heated and most electricity is
generated by oil. He also pointed out that
Maine is one of four states that has no rail
passenger services and is completely
dependent on gas-consuming vehicles for
passenger transportation.
The gubernatorial candidate said if oil
refineries and nuclear posser plants are
allowed in Maine, then a certain
percentage of oil and power should be
available in the state at lower prices and
during shortages.
Mitchell, a former Sen. Muskie aide.
also presented his stand on the state's
administration of environmental laws.
Explaining in most cases the state sets the
guidelines, he said communities are told to
comply . and then are given no assistance in
administering the laws.
"In some communities, environmental
laws are a great and unnecessary burden."
Mitchell admitted. "I support the la,vs, but
those of us who support them need the
public support to keep the laws we need in
better administration."
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Will the
Gubernatorial races are indeed a strange
animal, but the cliche goes double for this fall's
scramble for the Blaine House. What a motley
crew of gubernatorial hopefuls have descended
upon us like WWI dogfighters with a barrage of
slick advertising, evasive stands and political
hype. Although our first knee-jerk reaction to all
this would be to charge that there is
fundamentally no difference tsetween "Eenie,
Meenie, Minie, Moe and Curly,- there are in
fact some real, if subtle, distinctions to be made
between them
Maine
Campus
real candidates please stand up?
Both Mssrs. Erwin and Longley have made it
quite clear that, if elected, they would turn the
Pine Tree State into "Maine. Inc.- Their cure-all
for state government is to stop its growth. cut its
budget, and call in the illustrious
"businessman- to run our programs. Well, that
would be fine, if Maine were just a big version of
a discount store. But it's not. State government
involves a hell of a lot more than saving money. It
involves administering public services to citizens
of the state. And although these two candidates
may not be willing to admit it, public services
often involve spending money.
Editorials
Ad Hoc confusion
We wish we could have been there when Dr.
Robert Godwin was asked if there is another way
to teach a student how to play the clarinet or
french horn besides on a one-to-one basis. And
when he tried to explain the inherent difficulty in
conducting an instrument instruction class from
the podium on the stage of Hauck Auditorium,
trying to get everyone playing in the same key,
on the same note, from the same sheet of music.
It sounds like a great challenge to us, and we're a
little disappointed in the lack of ambition and
sense of adventure exhibited by Godwin.
One individual who sat in on some of the
meetings between the committee and
department chairmen termed them "worthless."
Someone else, also present at the meetings,
suggested the way to alleviate the problem of low
student credit hours per full-time faculty
teaching equivalent (17E1 would be to increase
the credit hours of courses. Give a physics lab
four credit hours, and no more low numbers. But
no doubt there was one in the crowd who didn't
like the idea, and like most brilliant and
enlightening suggestions. it died.
But we don't mean to be too harsh. In a sense,
it's kind of heartening to know students are not
the only ones on campus oftimes confused by the
actions and words of the administration. Policy
decisions are made all the time which never
Commentary
cease to boggle our imaginations, so faculty
members, do not despair. You're not alone.
No one can say the position reallocation
committee is void of good intentions and
worthwhile goals. There are several departments
on campus begging for a bit more money and an
extra body, and if this committee can find a way
to institute changes leading to a more equal
distribution of the funds available, we
congratulate and commend those individuals.
But if the committee members had done a little
more homework on their own (although we
realize the enormity of the task they are faced
withl, some of the confusion and
misunderstanding which their treks to various
departments seems to have caused may have
been avoided. Since most of the departments
below the arbitrary cut-off number were those
requiring labs and/or close student-teacher
contact, there must have been a way for the
committee to deduce that a pattern existed, and
that not all those departments could have been
wasting time and money. But it's a little too late
for that now.
But the reallocation committee is a needed
one. We hope they come up with some sound
conclusions ,and are able to effect some needed
changes. If the committee ends its investigations
on a less confused and superficial note, they may
be able to.
The state has a responsibility to meet the
needs of its citizens above and beyond all else.
Cutting the state budget in half will accomplish
nothing that will improve the situation of the
average Maine citizen. No, friends, a
businessman's coup is not the answer.
George Mitchell seems like the closest thing to
a candidate that we have to chose from.
Although we won't make that extra step of
endorsement, Mitchell has said a few noteworthy
things, especially in the area of the right to
privacy, which is something much too often
ignored by government at all levels. Yet despite
his strong points, Mitchell still draws us the boob
tube picture of good ole George, standing there
in the factory. convalescent home, or whatever
the case may be, promising to "fill the factories"
with happy workers or some such thing. What is
desperately needed from this candidate is an
explanation of exactly how he would implement
his campaign promises. For that matter, is it
possible to do what Mitchell claims he can do, in
view of the stubborn conservatism of most Maine
legislators? Who knows.
Of course, we must note in passing that there
are two other candidates vying for the state's
highest office. Stanley Leen, with his
blow-by-blow accounts of the campaign trail,
including social teas and all. and William
Hughes. who failed to show up for his speech on
campus and is running on a • 'return prayers to
the schools- platform. are certainly colorful
political figures. But viable gubernatorial
candidates? Hardly.
At this point it is hard to speculate on a
winner. Reliable polls, which are admittedly rare
in this campaign, indicate a close race. with
Erwin and Mitchell running neck and neck. We
can only predict that a high voter turnout will
probably give Mitchell the job, while if the
working class Democrats stay home
contemplating their meatless suppers. then it
may well be "Erwin this time. •
If it wasn't such a serious matter, we might
have endorsed Harold Stassen.
1/ebbir Wisner, Editor
Siete Parker. Managing Editor
Paul Beth, News Editor
Tam Busiaeia, Sports Editor
Sae% e Ward, Photo Editor
Jeff Beebe, Advertising Manager
Lisa Hahersea, Production Manager
Mari, Mk-keriz, Business Manager
Nanc. Osberwe. Cartoonist, etc.
 Dennis Bailey
Afternoon off bids spooky solution for ghoulish gripes
A few short years ago. political
commentators and social scientists were
talking about the rebellous Sixties. But
those times hate disappeared and ‘4(- now
IlifAC the apathetic Setenties. marked by
nononvoltement in and out of the
,lassroorn. Students go through classes
with their eves on the clock, and the most
% %citing thing on campus is the
McDonald•s courtesy bus.
And %et how is one supposed to become
invoked when our former leaders are all
yoing to tail—or should he—when etert
.ononne expert sass we are onl% scant
months away from complete downfall of
. 1 -• economy. and the oione laver in the
•nosphere is being threatened b% the use
aeresol spray cans? It isn't hard to tell
these are insane times.
Appearing et en more insane mat be the
reasons behind Jeanne Bailey 's request for
an afternoon off from classes the day
before Halloween The idea is simple
enough. The break would come about
midway through the semester and would
give etcrybody a chance to let off a little
steam. Sounds weird. right?
But the student senate president might
hat e other reasons for wanting to call it a
dat at 12 o'clock on Oct. 30. What better
is there to get students involved in
something. than to get them behind a
proposal requesting time off for good
behatior? Think about it. If Bailey goes
before the Council of Collegesnext Monday
and gets that group to support the
afternoon off, some cynics might decide
the student senate can do something right.
At least the senate has student interests in
mind. It's doubtful eteryone will run out
and become invoked in student
goternment. hut it's interesting to note
that a senate elected by such a small
minority of students really is working to
give students more of a voice in deciding
unit ersity policy. The senate moved in that
direction by establishing a committee to
investigate athletieships. and now this.
Kind of makes vou sorry you didn't vote in
the senate elections, doesn't it?
Of course the afternoon off could turn
into an embarrassment. Students might
decide to trek off to parts unknown Mondas.
night and turn the campus into a ghost
town. That possibliltiy will certainly be the
major argument offered by members of the
faculty .
Most of the professors will surely. hay(
tests scheduled on Oct. 30 and w ill he %cry
reluctant to reschedule them. But the% •Il
gek over it.
Baile% wants to get the faculty involted
in this. She IA ants to see teachers and
students chatting met a plate of spagetti
and a glass of beer like college buddies.
Sound spooky? Well, it's probably' no
coincidence the date chosen is so close to
Hallow C'Cii Most of the faculty will look st ,
out of place that they won't even hate to
wear a costume. If they can stand all tht
trick or treat jokes that are bound to h.
floating around that dab. maybe they might
be able to hate a good time. Maybe ever
smile.
The crai% thing about all this is that it
might just work. It could he a constructi%
and unique approach to getting student,
invoked with faculty and visa versa. It
wouldn•t be another Saturday night—I1
Would he something special. It wouldn't tit
on a weekend, so students and facultt
won't ha% e an excuse for not participating
Nixon got a pardon: why. shouldn't we '
Ben President Netille is for it Of it go,
the hacking from the Council of Colleges •
"A full, free, and absolute— afternoon
off could be just what the doctor ordered
Since Dr. Ne% ille is the onlv one who car
order it. the decision rests with him.
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(Letters to the editor,
Director knows who he is and
To the editor:
After reading. with vested
interest. the Maine Campus'
Oct. ti article: "Student
complaints about dining halls
food mount." I find myself
compelled to comment upon the
quotes attributed to me and the
way. in which they were
presented in your article. Allow
me to address mYself to the
latter point first.
If I am to be quoted in any
campus article, please quote me
as a person and no as a title or a
label. If you feel that my title
lends credence or importance
to your article. please do me the
justice of signifying whether I
am speaking as a representatiyc
of the Department of Residen-
tial Life, as a spokesman for the
residents of Somerset Hall. or as
Alex Tredinsvick the individual.
This point is very important to
me and essential to the reader.
as it could very easily change
the impact of an article. I am
fully cognizant from which I
speak and I believe that the
reader should share in this
know ledge.
SecondlY. let me say that I too
base been sictimized by the
notorious •• Aroostook whip-
pers." whose magical qualities
include being able to solidify
liquid butter and in fact bear no
resemblance to the piping hot
mashed potatoes that mother
used to make. Similarly.  I have
had the dubious distinction of
being placed in a position to
select either scrambled eggs or
pancakes as ms Sunday lunch.
Never at any time have I
publicly or prisately criticized
the preparation of the food in
any of the commons that I have
both worked and eaten in. The
quality of work as exhibited by
attitude. sanitary precautions.
and actual food preparation on
thc part of the cooks surpasses
that of the hotels and "fine"
restaurants I have had an
opportunity to cook in or
manage during the last ten
years.
If there are some efforts that
can or should be made to keep
the food warmer. the vegetables
less soggy. the hambergers less
greasy, or making yogurt
a% adable at every meal, then
they should indeed be made.
For me to say that "there is no
need for some of the ways in
which food is being prepared
here..." is ludicrous from a
personal point of stew, as it is
the direct antithesis of my
beliefs although it may trills
manifest student opinion w ith
regard to cafeteria cuisine.
I find mvself in agreement
with Mr. Blaisdell in that
previous student food commit-
tees have received cursory
treatment ("a pat on the
what he says
back"): in that the responsible
cafeteria (not Housing) staff has
not made an effort to rci urn to
the students in black and white
concerning actions taken or not
taken with regard to student
complaints. I am disappointed
that the article did not include
my comment that "This year
may be different•• and my
personal dissatisfaction vi ith the
attempts to instigate a food fight
that were allegedly attributed to
the Wells Food Committee. I
voiced concern that actions of
this son ma% indeed be
detrimental to food committees
and their efforts to establish
credibility as a legitimate
representative of their con-
stituency: yet. only my negatise
comments reached the printed
page and not with a reasonable
degree of accuracy to reflect my
attitude and personal feedlings.
The article is meritous and
indeed timely.  considering the
numerous student complaints.
yet I feel it misrepresents me as
an individual and employee of
the university . I will reiterate,
how cy er. that "the students
hay e some legitimate com-
plaints. and they're going to
complain until thev see some
posit act ion .
F. Alex Trectinnick Ill
Res. Director Somerset
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An unirenzied response
To the editor:
In the interest of good
Journalism. Alfred W. Jordan's
enraged distortion of UMO's
newly adopted athletieships
begs for rebuttal. Mr. Jordan's
letter to the editor entitled
"Defacating on Athleticships"
%as filled with inaccuracies and
generalizations.
If this self-proclaimed **bare-
foot. stump-jumping Maineac"
had taken time to read the
proposal which the trustees
recently accepted. he may not
have worked himself into such
an unnecesary frenzy.
The policy allows private
indiYiduals or groups to donate
money to be used for
athleticships. The donations are
to he convened into a minimum
of 10 athletieships. The 10
athleticships totalled can not
exceed S25.000 per sear, and
may he awarded to whomeser
the athlectic dept. chooses.
1 his money comes strictly
from donations from people who
are interested in enhancing the
existing athletic programs at
0.10. It is not money that was
destined for music, art or
marine biology. programs. as
Mr. Jordan's letter implies.
Letters to the editor must he
received by the Campus before
110011 two days prior to
ph/it/cotton. Please sign your
name although it will be
withheld on request. Readers
It is not money that yyould
have gone to some poy erty-
stricken prospect i y e forestry
student who couldn't have
otherwise attended the state
uniyerstiv.
And it is not money that
would go to improye what the
letter terms "the substandard
edut ational facilities and facul-
ty.'' Ii is money that probably
wouldn't have even seen it's
was to IMO if not for the
establishment of athletic
scholarships. If and when the
money is donated. it will be
used to attract talented athletes
to this campus in hope of.
making UMO's athletic teams
more compctitiye.
If Mr. .Jordon or any other
member of the university
communitY would like to
improy c the existing music, art
or agricultural programs at
UMO. they are certainly entitled
to seek ph% ate donations which
would be used to lure
top-notched music, art or
a•.4riculture students to this
campus.
Torn Keating
are asked III limit letters to 500
...yards, and the Campus
riser •es the right to edit all
lettcs submitted. WO Lord
Hall University
Orosw 04473.
Take a
chance with
The Maine State Lottery
•
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Talmar Wood changes housing policy to alio
Part 2 el a aeries Sharon Wilmer'
Prior to a new ruling concerning occupancy
requirements, married students who had the
time and foresight to put their names on a
waiting list one year in advance were the only
ones with a decent chance of getting into Talmar
Wood. But now, single students may also join
the race for the 156 available units.
On Wednesday. the Federal Housing
Administration I F. H . A .1 added to its occupancy
e- •
••••••••
-
- •
TALMAR WOOD
requirements a clause which states • 'two or more
unrelated people may live tygether as long as
they meet the other eligibility requirements.**
Mrs. Dolores Cross, an occupancy specialist of
the F. H .A .. said that "This regulation will apply
to all section 236 subsidized housing, of which
Talmar Wood is one.-
There is one stipulation, however, she noted.
The number of rental units that fall into this
UNIVERSITY -- 1
• s••••••••a..+III.
14* T. 12: iISO
0 • • ,
wIts Tranionstein
DR genes!
Rd sefiest
hddienstme
rem filmed
category may not exceed 10 per cent of the total
number of units occupied in the housing project.
Mrs. Jacquie Wagner. manager of Talmar
Wood, was very enthusiastic about the new
regulation. "1 think it's terrific. It's just great.
Now, two or more consenting people who wish to
pool their resources may live together.- she
said.
"The previous situation has infuriated me for
so long. Apart from the cohabitation bit, even
two girls couldn't live together here before to cut
expenses. So now they can, and so can a girl and
a guy. or four guys. or anybody —I'm real excited
about it,- she aoded.
Before the new ruling, the occupancy
qualification required that two or more people be
"related by blood or marriage or legal action."
Wagner advises anyone who wishes to move
in Talmar should put their name on the waiting
list a year in advance. "We have a very large
waiting list. There are usually 1(X) people on the
files at any time,- she noted.
"We have a 30 to 40 per cent or higher
turnover rate yearly. Almost all of this takes
place from June through September. as about 40
per cent of our tenants are students or university
affiliated,- observed Wagner.
Talmar Wood, located on Rangeley Road at
the edge of campus, is a federally subsidized
housing project aimed at providing good housing
at the low and middle income families at a price
they can afford.
Wagner explained. • • We pay only one per cent
interest, the government pays the rest. For
example, it costs us $205.40 to operate a
one-bedroom apartment. but we charge only
$125 rent and the government takes up the slack.
Our rents are based absoiutely on operating
cost.; There is no profit at all.''
Talmar Wood consists of 60 one-bedroom
(E124). 58 two-bedroom 1E1391. 32 three-bed-
room 1$1571 and seven four-:bedroom ($175)
apartments. All utilities are included in the rent.
"The qualifications to live here are primarily
financial That is $4,500 to $9.800 yearly income
depending on the size of the family. But there
are certainly exceptions to that rule that we
consider,- said Wagner.
ATA Association of Talmar Tenants Action
Our prices are $2 Wed. thru Sun.. $1 Mon & Tues
MALL
THEATRE
OLD TIME MOVIE FESTIVAL
Start your evening on the town with us!
• At Ave • 1-1/5
• flbe Idam
ONO
THRU TUESDAY
AMY Daily 7:30
&,1I (4/6
LARRY BUSTER (RABBE
Co-Hit Flash Gordon in
"MARS ATTACKS THE WORLD"
Come early and hear Mr. Dave Jarvis
at the Honky Tonk Piano
•
•
•
Core), which is the only tenant s union in trie
Orono-Old Town area is working hand-in-hand
with the Bangor Tenants Union (BTU) to
investigate ATTAC's legal rights and boost it's
efficiency.
Rosemarie Swett, chairman of ATTAC,
explained, "The two main goals of ATTAC are to
iMprove the living condisions of tenants in
Talmar, and to act as liaison between the tenants
and management."
"We are working very hard and making sure
we go about things in the right way so we can
most benefit the tenants.- says Swett.
"What we're really after is an equal type of
situation where our voices will have equal weight
with the management's. We also want to have an
input into grievance policy, such as a voice in
eviction proceeedures." she emphasized. "Now,
management is concentrated in the hands of one
person. and we don't feel this is good.-
"Whatever changes in regulations we come up
with, I feel as long as they're practical and
feasible. Jacquie (Wagner) will go along with
them.- stated Swett.
Asked her opinion of ATTAC. Wagner said. • '1
usually go to the meetings and I've always
enjoyed working with them. They usually come
up with logical solutions and I've had no problem
following their suggestions.''
There are two other possibilities open to the
married student. University Park and Capehart
Both of these are university owned.
Donald McCurdy. manager of family planning
in Estabrooke Hall. explained that while
University Park is for students, faculty and staf!
alike. Capehart was bought in February of
primarily for faculty use
Though faculty do get preference,* h
qualified. "we have been able to take carr
almost anybody that wants to live there and is
connected with the university. Once we get it
filled up though, we may operate it more strictly
along the lines of University Park.''
Those qualified to live in University Park.
located in Old Town approximately one mile from
the center of campus, are married students in
regular standing: prospective married students
who have been officially admitted: married
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faculty and staff members who have a full-time
appointment: and faculty, staff or students who
are unmarried and head of a household and plan
to live together as a family.
"We now have faculty. staff, students and
C.E.D. students living in Capehart.' • said
McCurdy. "but in the future, we will probably
hire less students and no C.E.D. students. But
we will take whatever we need to keep it full, • • he
stressed.
In University Park there are 48 one-bedroom
($115), 48 two-bedroom ($132); and 24 three-
bedroom apartments 1$1451. In the one and
two-bedroom apartments, rubbish removal,
water and heat are included in the rent, but
electricity is not. In the three-bedroom
apartments, rubbish removal and water are
included, hut heat and electricity are not.
Capehart. located in Bangor approximately 16
miles from campus. consists of 48 three-bedroom
apartments with basements ($170); 48
three-bedroom apartments without basements
and garages ($160): 4 three-bedroom apartments
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o live together
•
with basements and garages ($175); and 7
four-bedroom single units ($215). All utilities are
included in the rent.
The total number of units at the two projects is
227. McCurdy claimed. "The annual yearly rate
is 1.600 married couples who come through my
office looking for a place to stay."
However, those 1.600 married couples are not
competing for 227 openings. McCurdy
emphasized, "University Park is always full. We
try to operate on a five per cent vacancy rate. but
last year it was closer to two per cent. Not one
apartment was empty for more than two or three
days, and even then, it was only if it needed
painting."
To get into either Capehart or University Park,
a student must place his or her name on a
waiting list. Said McCurdy. "I never tell anyone
how long they're going to have to wait because I
don't know. I just tell them that people have
waited over a year. Also it depends on what time
you put your name on the list. There are more
June than there are comeopenings in
Septembers.• •
McCurdy also keeps files on privately owned
CAPEHART
houses and apartments for rent in the area.
Rental listing cards are available to all landlords
who wish to list their rental at the Housing Office
in Estabrooke Hall.
"What I'm primarily here for is notifying as
many landlords as possible and letting them
know this service is available. Then. I try to let
the students know the service is available," he
continued. "And then, I try to get the
information to the students. All the students. We
are trying to make the service better by getting
more landlords to use us, McCurdy added.
Even family housing projects are not totally
free of rent hassles. however. In November of
1972 lover a year and a half after Capehart was
purchased by the university), rents were illegally
increased in 30 rental units in the Capehart area.
The units were owned by the Steinback
Associates, an out-of-state firm.
U.S. District Court Judge Edward Gignoux
found the Steinback Association in violation of
the Economic Stabilization Act of 1970. The firm
was ordered to pay back to each tenant the
illegally increased rent plus six per cent interest,
and also $3,500 in various other fines.
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Complaints on medical care do not reach infirmary
• continued from page 2
same things no matter %%hat you have:
aspirin. salt, and throat lozenges. But
when you•re really sick, they don't gibe you
anything—except maybe Darcon for the
Battick admitted she has received
complaints from students claiming they
came in for medical treatment. were
examined. and told they had a cold.
Consequently. they were given the blue
pills, salt and throat lozenges. told to drink
fluids. and received no other medical
treatment.
Mr. BIG
BEEF'N BREW
OF ORONO
Opposite UMO
Park St Entrant*
PRESENTS
The Exciting
Sounds of
SILVER
SPOON
FRI-SAT -SUN
Free Popcorn
PHONE 866-4333
"This happens to hundreds and
hundreds of kids, because this is standard
treatment for a cold. It's a virus and it's
going to take four or five days for a person
lo get o% er it.- she explained, then went on
to say that this kind of treatment may seem
like black magic or simply passing people
oft. but isn't.
•'There is little else that can be done to
treat a cold.- she insisted.
Sonic students complained health center
personnel do not diagnose illnesses—par-
ticularly colds—properly. and prescribed
medication. when it is prescribed—is
ineffectual in dealing Yvith the illness.
When a student does come to the health
center with a complaint. Battick belieces
his or her dissatisfaction centers on bow
treatment is administered to the patient.
rather than with the treatment itself. This
dissatisfaction may result because the
nature and treatment of the illness are not
explained to the patient. and consequently
the patient doesn't understand the
prescribed medication.
A patient may. also think the prescribed
medication is inappropriate for their
"Mastic! they're darn sure they had
%trent throat, and they had a throat culture
done but were refused penicillin—when
the hace alw a% s been given penicillin at
home b% their family doctor.** Battick
commented.
Another student complaint Battick has
receoed concerns the lengthy mtersals
students spend waiting for medical
attention in the infirmary's waiting room.
"Basically . vour waiting time from entry
in the front door is less than it would
probably be in a pric ate physician's
office, •• Battick claimed.
If there is a delay.  Battick stressed.
students should remember the health
center is a clinic, and there are
times when students become stacked-up in
thc waiting room.
"If there is a flu epidemic, or some other
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ONE OF THE BEST MOVIES Of THE YEAR
A SCATHING FUNNY ATTACK ON 
CON-
TEMPORARY Lift
DIRECTED IT ROBERT ALDRICH WITH THE SAME
SAVAGE INTENSITY 14I SNOWED IN 'THE DIRTY
DOZEN' CAN II TAKEN wino' AS swot
MACHO ENTERTAINMENT A SPOOT•S PAIN S MOV-
IE BUT IT'S REALLY • LOT MORI THAN THAT
PERFECTLY PLAYED BY BURT REYNOLDS'
AN ABSORBING MOVIE IT ENTERTAINS THE
HILL OUT Of You AND U ALSO HAUNTS YOU
IN THE MIDST OE YOUR ENTERTAINMENT THAT S A
COMPLICATED MANEUVER BUT • CLEAR TOUCH-
DO *N,
—aaw,n Ken", Bettor Gfoe•
• .
BURT REYNOLDS BM ALBERT
PR MS EMU
”THE LONGEST YAR
DAILY 7 00 it. 9 00
SAT., SUN
200 100 900
WAITING A long delay.14 a sometimes simple answer is one ofthe negative and tiresome aspects of the health
Center. One often reconsider and postpones a %.isit
when it most he fitted in between classes
illness is really peaking on campus. or a
physician is ill or an interruption of serc ice
occurs, then see ma% get bogged down."
Battick explained.
Battick said an educational approach to
the seorkings of the health center might
dismiss much of the student criticism
toward the infimar%. Presentl% she is
working on a program Nhereb% a nurse will
he a% ailable in each of the carious
complexes at UMO. She said the function
ot this 111111t: seould be of a more' of less
educational purpose. The nurse would
explain to interested students why the
health center operates the VI Ay it does, as
well as explain various illness and their
cures.
Hattie k suggests that students senousl%
interested in the %orkings of the health
center might be interested in participating
ith the Stut Health Center Athisor
Committee. This group consists of students
under the supercision of Dr Graces who is
director of the health center This group
acts as a sounding board tor tariou•
proposed infirmart programs and ideas.
Woman editor slated as gueq lecturer
Hie first woman ever nameelto the top
editorial post on a major American daily
newspaper will also be the first woman to
serce as j Peter Edcs Lecturer for the
journalism department this spring.
Carol Sutton. managing editor of the
Louis% ille Courier-Journal, has accepted an
incitation to be the 10th Peter Edcs
Lecturer during the week of April 13-18.
'Me Edes lectureship is a week-long
residency established a number of years
ago to bring experienced %corking
journalists on campus to talk with students.
The Courier-Journal is generally' rated as
one of the nation's top 10 dailies and it
holds lice Pulitzer Prizes. Sutton
succeeded former n:.:nagin.: editor George
Gill this fall %hen he was named to a
Courier-Journal Y ice presidency.
Sutton first joined the Courier-Journal as
a secretary after graduating from the
Um% ersity of Missouri Journalism School.
Within a year, she seas promoted to the city
desk and in 14(13 she became women's
editor. Under her leadership. the %%omen's
page began featuring contro% erste! articles
on abortion and cohabitation, and a series
of stones on such topics as "Hunger in
Kentucky.-
YO
In 10-3. she wrote rcrivard winning
expose on junketing and giveaw as s for
fashion reporters by New York City
clothing manufacturers.
o ticedlor
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Week's movie fare reach old 'Heights' in entertainment
by BUJ Gerd..
Wuthertng Heights (Friday . in 100
Nutting. 7 & 9:30. 50 cents and ID). is one
of the American cinema's great romantic
classics. Laurence Olivier's memorable
performance as the brooding Heathcliff
transforms a great novel into an
unforgettable film of passion and tragedy.
Directed with firm control by William
Wyler, the film's screenplay by Charles
MacArthur and Ben Hecht remains faithful
to the Bronte novel. certainly more so than
the recent remake, and therefore gives us a
portrait of Heathcliff by Olivier that
remains one of that great actor's finest
achievements.
The Academy-Award-winning blackand
white photography is by Gregg Toland
(who shot Citizen Kane) and Alfred
Newman•s score is lovely without being
mushy. Some may not care for Merle
Oberon's performance as Cathy. and the
studio sets may today seem dated and
artificial, but even the strongest viewer
BASH Center opens doors
to BCC-housed UMO students
Orono students housed at Bangor
Community College are now eligible to
receive health care for illness at the
Bangor Area Student Health Center
(BASH)
Previously. BCC's students were
expected to seek all their health care at
Orono•s student health center. Under the
new policy. these students may now be
treated for minor and acute illnesses at the
BASH Center.
According to Betsy L. Battick. nurse
administrator for the university health
center, the policy was adapted to provide
BBC's Orono students with a more
immediate source of care than the health
center at UMO. Although the BASH
Center will now provide fundamental
health care for Orono students housed at
Bangor. Battick emphasized these students
are still ineligible for any other form of
health service such as athletic physical
examinations and family planning at the
BASH Center. Whenever necessary.
BBC's Orono students should litilLre the
BASH Center dunng the early morning
'hours to help ease the problem of crowding
that may occur later in the day, she said
Interest in the BASH Center's service is
growing. Huston College's. 500 participat-
ing students are "more than happy with
the service." said Batt wk. Bangor
Theological Seminary has 100 subscribing
students. and she said Beal Business
JOIN UM
You'll sail in February,
with the ship your class-
room and the world your
campus . . combining ac-
credited studies with fasci
nating visits to the fabled
ports of the Orient. Africa.
and the Americas. Over
10,000 students from 450
colleges have already sailed
with WCA — Join them! Fs
nancial aid available. Write
today for free catalog
WCA, Chapman College
Box F, Orange, CA 92666
College expressed interest in joining
BASH. However, the business school has
not yet made a final decision.
BASH's subscription rate S20_. per
semester for students from subscribing
schools, as opposed to $125 per semester
or $6.50 a visit for students from
non
-subscribing institutions.
Battick said that after BASH hours. BBC
students can seek medical care at the
Orono Health Center. v. hereas area
students from other schools must seek aid
from private sources.
Eastern Maine Medical Center in
Bangor expressed concern that students
subscribing to the BASH program might be
under the impression that this entitled
them to hospitalization at Eastern Maine
with their hospital bill being paid by
BASH. Batock quickly explained that this
is not the case. The BASH service is good
only for out-patient care at BASH facilities.
and it is the responsibility of the student to
be covered by health and accident
insurance to take care of any hospitalization
cxpenses which may arise
can't help being moved by this great
version. (1939. 104 minutes.)
Walkabout (Saturday, 100 Nutting, 7 &
9:30, SO cents and ID) is a neglected 1971
film shot in Australia. The film concerns
the meeting of two cultural extremes—a
young girl and her little brother abandoned
in the Australian outback by their insane
father, and the Aborigine boy who helps
them survive their trip back to civilization.
The Aborgine is on a "Walkabout." an
endurance test of his ability to survive in
desert conditions in order to prove his
manhood.
Nicholas Roeg. who achieved fame for
cinematography in Far From the Madding
Crowd, directed and shot Walkabout with
much attention on the detail of the country,
but fortunately realized the people and
children of the story were most important.
With Jenny Agutter. Lucien John. and
David Gumpilil. (95 min.. color. rated PG.)
la Doke Vita (Monday. 100 Nutting.
6:30 and 9:30. 25 cents) is Fellini's
scandalous film vividly detailing and
ti., decadence of contemporary
Roman so,ii:ty. The film insulted the minutes.)
WE DELIVER!
PAT'S
Delivers FREE with a $3.00 min. order
PIZZA—SUBS—SANDWICHES
under $3.00 - 50 cent delivery charge
WE NEED DELIVERY PERSONEL
(VEHICLE FURNISHED)
Apply after 4 p.m. at pizza counter
Rolling 201: HOW TO ROLL BETTER
Required Textbookiet: e-z wider Prof. E. Z. Jay
Fold the paper iapprox 1M) at the end that
isn't gummed Sprinkle tobacco into this
fold. Put more at the ends than in the mid-
r .fle Close the paper over the tobacco But
don't tuck it in back of the tobacco lust ye:2
')pin the tobacco by sliding the paper back
ind forth a number of times
5.
Roll the cigarette tightly, beginning at the
CEnter. and by pulling work your fingers out
to the ends
2.
Hold both halves of the paper, cradling the
tobacco inside with your thumbs closest to
you and your second and third fingers in
back.
4.
When the tobacco is shaped and packed
pinch the tobacco and the paper at the cen-
ter so that when you start to roll, the paper
will guide itself around the tobacco
Lick the gummed edge closed Trim loose
tobacco from the ends The cigarette is now
ready to smoke
This course is open to both beginning and advanced
students of hand rolled cigarettes Emphasis is on
easier, better rolling via the use of E-Z Wider
double-width rolling papers. The course exposes the
disadvantages of conventional rolling practices such
as sticking two regular papers together to roll one
spoke. Students will learn that there is no better
gummed paper made than E-Z Wider.
cut and save
church by beginning with a sequence in
which a helicopter drags a statue of Christ
over Rome, and ending with an all-night
orgy sequence.
As the director explained. "I have tried
to portray a society which no longer has
any passions, any guts. What has it got?
Conventions, clothes, attitudes. smiles..."
With Marcell° Mastroianni as the
journalist whose observant eye catches all
this perversion. Anouk Aimee and Anita
Ekberg. (1961. 180 minutes. Admission
restricted to adults only.)
Juliet of the Spirits, (Thursday, 100
Nutting, 7 and 9:30, 25 cents). Commonly
termed as • 'The female 81/2," this is a 1966
Fellini film marking his first major use of
color. With his wife Giulietta Masina in the
central role, the film explores the women's
role in modern marriage. Suspecting her
husband is having an affair, the wife hires
a private investigator. When her doubts
are proven true, the husband denies his
guilt, and she is forced to realize her life
can no longer center around one man. With
Sandra Milo and Vanlentina Cortese. (137
I.
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CRUISING
The sailing team will visit Maine Maritime again
this weekend to finish out its season on the waters of
Penobscot Bay. The Middies will prove to be strong
opponents. hoping to once again make a clean sweep
on their home waters
Harriers. [looters at New Hampshi.,.
Frontrunner Gerry Laflamme will be
leading the UMO harriers as they travel to
Durham. N.H. today for a meet with the
UNH Wildcats.
Laflamme has been victorious in every
meet so far this season and he has set new
course records at Bates and here at UMO.
At UNH. Laflamme Nill be running into
his toughest competition of the season in
the person of UNH•s George Reed sk ho is
defending Yankee Conference champion in
the two-mile run: a race in N hich aflamme
placed fifth.
The Wildcats arc fasored to beat the
Bears Nho are seeking their second victors
of shy season. Maine's record is currentiy
1-2 as the has c lost to Vermont and Bates:
RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send tor your up-to-date, 160-page.
mail order catalog. Enclose SI 00
to cover postage .deli•ery tint is
I to 2 days)
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSMIRE.BLVD , SUITE =2
LOS ANGELES CALIF 90025
(213)477-8474 or 477-5493
Our 'search materiai 4a sole tor
rtsearcn assistance Only.
but they defeated New Brunsw ick in a meet
held last Saturday .
The sarsits soccer team will also see
action at UNH todaY as they will be
shooting for their third Yankee Conference
victory against one loss.
The Bears hasc been paced so far this
season bs senior Dase Halligan and senior
co-captain Tom Rosa.
Maine also hopes to hese its number one
goalie ready for action. Bob Nadeau has
been sidelined since the Colby game %%Oh a
concussion.
Last Tuesdas . Maine and Bow doin
played to a tie and the Bears nou, hae
4-1-1 record on the year.
ALWAYS
AVAIL ABLE
Our Skill
t•ir
401
MILLER DRUG
mil
k rio ledge
OPIE-N ALL DAY SUNDAY
tel
710 STATE ST
BANGOR. ME
TEL 97t369
GET IT ON WITH
James Snavely Band
Thurs Sun Night
Frostees Fun Frolic
WHERE ELSE? At The
Attsibr fun
OLD TOWN, MAINE
Frosh gridders host UNH
The UMO freshman football team.
looking for its first victory of the season.
entertains the University of New
Hampshire freshmen today at 2:30 p.m. on
Alumni Field.
Bear Cub head coach Joe Leslie was
pleased with the overall performance of his
club despite a 16-6 loss to the Dartmouth
Freshmen in their first game last week. He
cited both of his quarterbacks as having
run the club well and passed well in the
game that Dartmouth finally won in the
final period. The two quarterbacks are
Mike Curry. of Concord, N.H.. and Dennis
Emerson of Rochester. N.H. Emerson fired
a 59-yard touchdown pass to halfback
Stetson Tanner for the Bear Cub's only
score of the game.
Leslie also like the running of fullback
Ron Waldron. a 5-11. 195-pounder from
Fairfield. and defensively he cited tackles
Frank knight of Lynn, Mass.. and Paul
Desmarais of Rochester, N.H . along with
linebacker Paul Dube of Waltham. Mass.
For the Wildkittens of Nev. Hampshire it
sill be their first game of the season.
Marquis sets modern school
record for punt returns
After three years of trying. it finally
happened for UMO's punt return specialist
Al Marquis.
Marquis. a senior from Auburn. Maine.
took a Rhode Island punt back 80 yards last
Saturday for a touchdown and in the
process set a modern school record for the
longest punt return.
And all he could think about as he
crossed the guanine at thc end of the run
was "how good it felt to finally bring one
all the was back after three scars of
ring.'
The runback was a bonus for the Black
Bears Saturday as they recorded their first
football win of the campaign. 29-19. What
also paid off in Maine's first sin were
small yardage situation. These were the
few yards needed for first downs or to push
the ball oser ss hen inside the opponents'
10-yard line—something the Bears base
had trouble doing in recent years.
Saturday thes picked up the small
yardage with the offensise help of three
detensise players. In short yardage
-!•tiations. coach Walter Abbott went to
middle guard Scott Shulman at 230
pounds. end Fred Royer at 217 and
linebacker Steve Jones at 216 to provide
the muscle needed to give Mark
DeGregorio the running room he needed in
critical situations.
Shulman played fullback. Jones was a
halfback and Royer an offensive end on the
short yardage plays and they performed
admirabls when the occasions arose.
Marquis. meanwhile. reflected on his
record jatint and said he couldn't
remember eser running one back that far
before. "My best effort was last year
against Vermont when I ran back a punt 35
yards." he sass.
He can't remember being hit during the
1%0-s ard run and all he could remember was
"heading for the wall of Mockers and
seeing plasers falling down- until he cut
back toward the middle to avoid the
safetsman and knew he was home.
The long run %suited Marquis to the top
of the list in punt returning in the Yankee
Conference with a se. en-% ard per return
crage
Come see Our New Face!
"It's smiling at cha!"
DUBAY's is newly remodeled for your convenience
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Maine eleven seek second win at New Hampshire
The Maine Bears will try to make it two
in a row tomorrow when they face the
solid UNH Wildcats at Durham.
New Hampshire is I-1 in the Yankee
Conference and 1-2 overall. Last weekend
*het were upended by the UConn Huskies
41-24.
In last weekend's game the UNH
defense was burned on numerous
occasions: especiallt by the fine UConn
offensit e line which °penned holes all
afternoon.
Offensivelt. the Wildcats are led by
quarterback Mike Keough who had a
21-t ard touchdown pass to his leading
receiver Mike Moroney. Also. halfback
Dan L.osano was imiSressive on the ground
as he scored two touchdowns for UNH.
The Wildcats bate a good kicker in Date
Teggert who booted a 45-tard field goal
against the Huskies.
hr two weeks in a row now the Maine
Bears hat c shown that they can move the
ball and put points on the board. In last
weekends game against Rhode Island
Maine openen up more offensivelt and
registered a seasonal high of 2q points.
Quarterback Jack Cosgrove connected
on .3 ot ten passes and one touchdown.
Furthermore Cosgrote added an extra
dimension to the Maine attack by earning
the ball 20 times for KO yardi.
7 ur •
At this point Maine seems to have a
strong one-two running attack in Cosgrove
and halfback Mark Daimon°. Currently.
Cosgrove is averaging 5' yards per game.
while DeGregorio is averaging 55.
Cosgrove has put the ball in the air 22
times and has completed nine for 113 yards
and one touchdown.
In the kicking department Jack Leggett
has given the Bears a long-range field goal
threat. Last week he put on through the
uprights from 32 vards away and the week
before against Bucknell he hooted a
3 7 • \ artier.
One plus for Maine in last Saturday's
game was the fact that they. were much
more successful in their attempts at
picking up short yardage in crucial
situations. In these situations Scott
Shulman. Fred Royer. and Steve Jones
were called on to go both ways and add
some beef to the UM() offensite blocking.
1 he Bears are now 1-2 in the Yankee
Conference and 1-4 tit crall.
fast season the Wildcats shut-out Maine
13-0 before an o erfiott in Homecoming
crim d here in Orono.
kickk-ott for tomorrow 's game
scheduled for 1 p.m.
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FRIDAY SPECIAL
FISH FRY
2 pc fresh fish, french fries, cole slaw,
and roll 15
MONDAY EVENING SMORGASBORD
5:30 p.m. — 9:00 p.m.
ALL THE PIZZA YOU CAN EAT
Why have just a
hamburger, when
you can have a
whole meal?
$1.99
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A. he tries to Him the corner. ('MO halfback Jim
Minion runs /on .varilage in Saturdas s game against
Rhode Nand. Fresh on last week's tielforV. the Bears
will cholh•sige New Mmpshire this wee/tend in
Diirham. %sard photo
Don't Miss It!
THE
Economic Outlook Job Prospects for
College Graduates Seminar
OCTOBER 21, 1974
Hilltop Conference Center
9:30 a.m. — 4:30 p.m.
Sponsored by the CO BA. MP 4, & UBA
4 Pre Season
cross Country
Ski Sale
:ti•
Here's What you get 
Poles - Tonkin Bamboo
Boots - Bass Leather
Skis - Splitkein
Bindings - 3 pin sprint
w/heel plates
Wax Kit - 3 piece
5.95
35.00
39.00
8.95
2.80
Regular Price $91.70 I
Sale Price $74.95
Thru Oct. 18th Only
Pelletier's Bike Shop
406 So. Main St. Old Town
Layaways Welcome
Open 12 noon-7 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
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